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The present invention relates to a circuit ar 
rangement for determining the subscribers' sta 
tions in automatic remote signalling installations, 
in particular telephone systems. 

In such arrangements it is known to identify 
the calling subscriber by means of a Central ar 
rangement provided in the exchange and by 
means of a sender associated therewith to trans 
mit the impulse trains corresponding to the indi 
vidual digits of a calling subscriber's number 
to the station at which registering arrangements 
are provided for recording the number of the 
calling subscriber. 
The arrangements for identifying the calling 

subscriber are comparatively complicated and 
expensive since marking must be possible for all 
subscribers. In order to be able to determine and 
transmit the calling subscriber's number in as. 
economic a manner as is possible it is necessary. 
for the identifying apparatus to be as simple as 
possible and for as few apparatus to be provided 
as is possible, say one for each exchange. Since 
the operations of identifying and, more particu 
larly, of transmitting the calling subscriber's 
number take a certain and not inconsiderable 
time, a considerable waiting period for the indi 
vidual connecting paths to be completed, is un 
avoidable when the marking signal for transfer 
ring the calling subscriber's number is trans 
mitted from a number of connecting paths simul 
taneously, and this can result in a disturbance 
of the whole operation, 
The present invention comprises a method by 

which these difficulties can be avoided by ar 
ranging that the identifying apparatus is claimed 
by each connecting path only so long as is nec 
essary for marking. the calling subscriber, and 
after this operation which requires only a small 
part of the time necessary for transmitting the 
calling subscriber's number, the identifying appa 
ratus is placed at the disposal of other connecting 
paths. 
The invention solves this problem by providing 

a central arrangement for identifying the calling 
subscriber's station consisting of a number of 
contrivances transmitting the impulse trains 
corresponding to the individual digits of a calling 
subscriber's number each of the contrivances 
operating in conjunction with a storage device 
which stores the signal for the call number trans 
mitted from the identifying arrangement and 
transfers this to the associated impulse Sender. 
The four accompanying figures illustrate two 

arrangements and are to be considered in pairs. 
Figs. i and 2 should be placed side by side with st 

(C. 19-9) 
Fig. to the left of Fig. 2. Figs. 3 and 4 should 
be placed side by side with Fig. 3 to the left of 
Fig. 4. It will be seen that each of the pairs com 
prise One complete circuit diagram. 

3 The arrangement according to Figs. 1 and 2 
shows an identifying arrangement KR, which is 
associated individually with an impulse sender 
SS. Both arrangements are seized by a connect 
ing path until the determination and transmis 

6 sion of the calling subscriber's number is com 
pleted. 

in the arrangement according to Figs. 3 and 4 
On the other hand, the identifying arrangement 
KR operates in conjunction with a number of 

5 impulse senders SS to SS3 of which each is as 
SOciated with a storage arrangement SP. The 
identifying arrangement transmits the signal for 
the calling Subscriber's number to a storage de 
vice and is instantly released for further use. 

$26. The storage arrangement remains set until the 
associated impulse sender has completed the 
transmission of the calling subscriber's number. 

in both arrangements only those parts are 
shown which are necessary for a complete under 

35 standing of the invention. 
At the top of Figs. 1 and 2 is illustrated the part 

of a connecting path which extends from a sub 
scriber Tin over the indicating preselector WW, 
the first group selector GW, and a repeater UE 

30 from which a two-conductor junction line for 
example to a distant exchange. As is indicated 
by the dotted lines outgoing from the first group 
selector GW, the connection may pass through 
any number of additional selector switches be 

35 fore reaching repeater UE. The repeater trans 
fers the impulse train sent out from the sub 
Scriber's station on the initiation of the connec 
tion over the rest of the junction line and is the 
intermediary for the Operations by which the 

60 determination of the number of the calling sub 
scriber is initiated. Further, it transmits impulse 
trains corresponding to the calling subscriber's 
number over junction line to the station which 
is associated with a registering, arrangement 

45 (printing or punching device) for recording the 
calling Subscriber's number. In addition to the 
calling subscriber's number other records can be 
made by the registering arrangement (called 
number, duration of connection, amount of fee, 

50 period, date, etc.). 
Below the connecting path, and separated from 

it in the diagram by a horizontal dot and dash 
line is a contact field and control relay arrange 
ment KR, and impulse sender SS; the two are 
separated from one another, Fig. 2, by a vertical 



2 
dot-and-dash line, KR lying to the left of the 
line, SS to the right. The arrangement KR con 
sists of a number of control relays and contacts 
of the meters associated with the individual sub 
scribers. The meter contacts are fastened to 
gether, corresponding to the call number of the 
individual subscribers, in groups of 100. In Fig. 
1 the contact field H (first hundred) is shown 
in its entirety, while the contact fields 2H (Sec 
ond hundred) and 3H (third hundred), are only 
partially shown. 
The impulse sender SS after the marking of 

the number by means of the control relays trans 
mits the impulse trains corresponding to the in 
dividual digits of the calling subscriber's number 
over the junction line to the printing arrange 
ment. 
In connection with the drawings detailed de 

scription will be given only for the circuits and 
operations for determining and transmitting the 
call number. 
When the pre-selector WW is set on a free line 

relays A and B in the first group selector GW 
are energized over the subscriber's loop in known 
manner. Similarly in the blocking conductor c 
the seizing relay C of the group selector and the 
cut-off relay T of the pre-selector are energized. 
The meter Za cannot at present operate. When 
the first and second group selectors are set, a 
blocking circuit is completed in which the test 
relay P of the first group selector and the seizing 
relay C in the repeater are energized. 
The arrangement shown in Figs. 1 and 2 makes 

possible the determination and transmission of 
the calling subscriber's number at any desired 
instant. It can, for example, be accomplished 
during the setting up of a connection, after the 
reply of the called station or after the connec 
tion has been terminated. It is assumed here 
that the reply of the called subscriber is the sig 
nal for initiating the determination and trans 
mitting of the calling subscriber's number. 

It is a common practice to connect potential to 
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over, apart from the winding II of relay U, the 
relay K of the impulse sender SS energises, open 
ing its contact 56k and thus the circuit indicated 
above for winding I of relay U is broken. The 
completion of the energising circuit of relay U 
(over winding I) of other repeaters is thus pre 
vented. Further, the relay U closes contact 731. 
and thus completes the following circuit: earth, 
contacts 7 c f, 73 u, winding of relay C2, battery, 
earth. The relay C2 which at contact. Oc2 ex 
tends metering Current to the subscriber's meter 
has a delayed armature release and thus op 
erates Only after a certain period. Thus the fol 
lowing result is obtained: In Fig. 2 at the top 
right hand side a repeater UEf associated with 
another connecting path is indicated. The con 
tacts 58 at and 59 of this repeater correspond to 
the contacts 60u and 6tu of the repeater UE. 
When the relay U in a neighbouring repeater UE 
operates owing to the metering potential on its 
asSociated junction line and at this instant be 
fore operation of relay K the relay U of repeater 
UE is energised, then, at contact 6Ou, the com 
pletion of a holding circuit for relay U (winding 
II) of neighbouring repeater is prevented. The 
relay U in the neighbouring repeater therefore 
operates for a short period only. In order that 
relay U in any repeater when energised mo 
mentarily in this manner shall not give rise to 

30 

35 

40 

one conductor of the talking circuit when the 
called subscriber replies in order to operate the 
calling subscriber's meter. In the present ar 
rangement, it is contemplated that this practice 
be followed for low-valued calls and that for 
high-valued calls the same potential be connected 
to the speech path but for a longer period in order 
to initiate the determination and transmission of 
the calling station's number. The switching op 
erations in the latter case may be initiated in a 
simple manner by time zone metering equipment 
in the path reached over the repeater UE which, 
on the reply of the called subscriber connects a 
potential corresponding to the metering poten 
tial to the lower conductor b of the junction line 
a/b. Such time and znne equipment is well 
known and has been omitted from the drawings 
since it forms no part of the present invention. 
By means of this potential connection the foll 

lowing circuit is completed: earth in repeater UE, 
contact 68c2, winding of relay Z.E., choke Dr, 
lower talking conductor b and to the battery po 
tential connected to the time zone arrangements. 
The relay ZE in the repeater UE operates and 
completes the following circuit: earth, contact 
65c2, winding I of relay U, contact 642e, 55s, 56k, 
resistance Wilf, battery, earth. In this circuit 
relay U operates, closes contact 6 u and thus 
completes the following circuit: earth, winding 
II of relay U, contacts 622e, 6 ful, 54s, winding of 
relay K, battery, earth. In this circuit, more 

45 

50 
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faulty operation of the meter by Operation of re 
lays C2 in that repeater this latter relay is ar 
ranged to have a slow armature operation so that 
it will operate only after a prolonged energization 
of relay U. 
When the relay C2 is operated on contact 73u 

being operated for the required length of time it 
holds for the duration of the connection in the 
following circuit: earth, contact fic, 72c2, wind 
ing of relay C2, battery, earth. Relay U remains 
energised together with relay K until after the 
determination and transmission of the calling 
subscriber's number in the following circuit: 
earth, winding II of relay U, contacts 63c2. Gu, 
54s, winding of relay K, battery, earth. Relay 
K closes its contact 95k and thus connects earth 
potential to the control relay and the contact 
field. The relay C2 disconnects winding I of re 
lay U at a further point, namely, contact 65c2. 
Further, it opens contact 68c2 and closes con 
tact 67c2. Thus earth potential is disconnected 
from the lower talking conductor. This can be 
used as a signal bringing switch means in the 
time zone arrangement into effect and terminat 
ing the potential connection to the lower talking 
conductor. Relays C2 and U energise and the 
following circuit is completed for the metering 
relay ZR in the first group selector: earth, bat 
tery, resistance Wii 2, contacts 69, 7 Oc2, choke 
Dr2, lower talking conductor, windings of the 
second and first group selectors, choke Dr? of 
the first group selector, winding of metering re 
lay ZR, earth. 
Arrangements are known which make possible 

the transmission of an impulse over the talking 
conductors during the conversation without un 
due disturbances. In the drawings Such arrange 
ments are indicated by means of chokes, con 
densers and equalising networks between the 
conductors and which are connected to earth. 
Metering relay ZR in the first group selector 

operates and closes the contact 22 thus bringing 
about a current increase on the blocking Con 
ductor c so that the meter of the calling Sub 
scriber. operates. Since the contacts 69 and 
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nected in the contact field H and at the point O2 in the repeater remain closed, for the time 

being the metering relay ZR in the first group 
selector and hence the subscriber's meter re 
main energised for SOme time. 
The subscribers' meters are so constructed 

that each metering magnet, in addition to op 
5 

erating the armature which steps the meter . 
wheel, operates an additional contact. The 
metering contacts are arranged in groups and 
form a coordinate system of 10 rows of 10 Con 
tacts. In the embodiment 100 meter contacts 
form a contact field: H, 2H, 3H. Each contact 
of a subscriber's meter is arranged in the field 
according to the call number corresponding to 
the 100 digit. Within the field the contact for 
the meter of any particular subscriber is situated 
at the point which corresponds to the number de 
termined by the last two digits of the call num 
ber. If the last three digits of a call Inumber 
are for example, the digits 123, the contact of 
that particular subscriber's Eneter is arranged in 
the contact field H for the first 100 and at this 
field at the point which is formed by the abscissa, 
'2' and the Ordinate '3.' It is therefore in the 
field H at the 3rd contact in the second row. 

If the last three digits of a call number are 
290, the contact of the subscriber's meter is in 
contact field 2H, Second 100's, at the point formed 
by the abscissa, '9' and the ordinate '10.' It is 
therefore the last contact '90' of the 9th row in 
contactfield 2. 

In common for all contact fields H, 2H, two 
groups of relays are provided which will be named 
as '10's control relays Zi-Z9' and “units control 
relays E - E 9.' The 10's control relays are 
situated on the abscissae running through all 
contact fields. Thus the control relay 2A mark 
ing the tens digit "l' is on the abscissa “1,” and 
the control relay 22 marking the tens digit 2 
is on the abscissa, '2.' The units control relays 
E - E 6 lie on the ordiate multipled together 
for all contact fields so that the control relay El 
marking the units digit '1' lies on the ordinate 
'1' the control relay E2 marking the unit digit 
lies on the ordinate '2.' 
Each contact field is marked by special switch 

means. For this purpose in each of the first 
two ordinates of contact field H. a winding of 
G is provided, in each of the ordinates '3' and 
'4' a winding of the relay G2, in each of the 
ordinates “5” and '6' a winding of relay G3, in 
each of the ordinates, '7' and '8' a winding of 
relay G8 and in each of the ordinates '9' and 
10' of the relay G5. The contacts (26g, 2g2, 

28g3, 29gé, 30g5) of relays G-G5 connect the 
relay H which marks the hundreds digit "1.’ 
Resistance Wii in jarallel with relay H delays 
the operation of the relay's armature for a reason 
which will be explained later. , , 
The same is the case in the other contact fields. 

In the ordinates of the contact field 2H the re 
lays G6-GO are connected, in the field 3H the 
relays G. --G 5. The contacts (3 g6-0) con 
nect the relay H2 marking the hundreds digit "2' 
and the contacts (32g f -5) connect the relay 
H3 marking the hundreds digit "3.' 
For connecting each of the relays H marking 

the hundreds digits, 5 relays G are provided for 
each contact field. Other solutions are possible 
which mark the contact field in which a par 
ticular metering contact lies with a smaller num 
ber of Switch means. 

It is assumed that a subscriber with a number 
1125' has set up a connection. The contact of 

the meter of this subscriber is therefore Con 

3 

which has abscissa '2' and ordinate '5.” This 
is therefore the fifth contact of the second row 
in the contact field H. When, after the reply 
of the called party, potential is connected to the 
lower conductor of the subsequent arranged time 
2One equipment, the meter Za of this subscriber 
is energised, and the metering contact 25' in 
the contact field His closed. The following cir 

5 

20 

25 

30 

40 

cuit is then completed: earth, contact 95k, wind 
ings I and II of tens control relay 22, metering 
contact "25" in the contact field H, winding I of 
relay G3, windings I and II of relay E5, resistance 
Wi3, battery, earth. The resistance ratios of the 
control relays are so selected that in the first 
place, the units relay E operates and then the 
tens relay 2 and final relay G. In the above 
mentioned circuit the relay E5 first operates and 
by closing its contact 20e5 short-circuits its high 
resistance winding. By means of the current in 
crease thus produced the relay Z2 is operated, 
and closes its contact 722, short-circuiting its 
high resistance widing I. The further current 
increase operates ..elay G3 over its winding I. 
The relay E5 closes its contact 8e5 in the units 

contact group EK and thus marks the units digit 
“5” of the call number in that the common con 
tact 5NK of the impulse contact SS is connected 
Over the marking line 5. The relay 22 closes 
contact 8522 in the tens contact group SK and 
thus marks the tens digit '2' of the call number 
in that the cam contact 2NK of the impulse 
Sender is connected over the marking line 2. The 
relay G3 closes its contact 28g3 so that the fol 
lowing circuit is completed: earth, battery, wind 
ing of relay Hi, contact 28g3, resistance Wié, 
earth. A resistance Wi in parallel with relay 
H is connected and causes relay HS to operate 
with as a slow relay. Relay Hi closes contacts 
8th in the hundreds contact group HK and 
thus marks the hundreds digit '1' of the call 
number in that the cam contact NK of the in 
pulse sender is connected over the marking line : 
. Since it is assumed that the contact fields 
H, 2H, 3H have the same associated thousands 

group, actually the first thousands group, then 

60 

70 

5 

by means of the relays H-HO the thousands 
digit '1' of the call number is marked. All con. 
tacts of the thousands contact group TK there 
fore are connected to marking line and ovel 
this with cam contact NK of the impulse sender 
In the case assumed the connection of this con 
tact is performed by contact 90h. 

All hundreds relays HA-H have (at their 
contacts 40th, 4 ht? to 82h) control over a re 
lay group W/W which effects the connection and 
operation of the impulse sender SS. The impulse 
Sender is connected by the closing of a metering 
contact with a considerable delayed operation 
since one only of the relays E can operate, then 
one of the relays Z, then one of the relays G and 
finally one of the relays H (slow). The delayed 
-connection of the impulse sender is necessary so 
that its operation by normal (short) metering im 
pulses which are transmitted from other con 
necting paths is prevented. When a metering 
contact is closed for a short period, and one of 
the units and tens relays and perhaps one of 
the relays G can operate, but the normal meter 
ing impulse is much too short to operate a 
hundreds relay H over a G-relay. Hence it will 
be seen that a short metering impulse can never 
of itself start the impulse sender SS, 

If simultaneously or almost simultaneously with 
the connection of potential for a longer period, 



4. 
the normal metering impulse is transmitted over 
other connecting paths then two meter contacts 
in the contact field will be closed at the same 
time. Long before either can operate an H re 
lay, however, the normal metering impulse will 
have terminated causing the meter contact op 
erated thereby to restore. Finally over the 
metering contact which is closed for a long time 
the above-mentioned marking circuits are con 
pleted. When this has once been done and the 
units and tens relays concerned have short-cir 
cuited their high resistance windings then no 
other control relay can be operated notwith 
standing the fact that other meter contacts may 
subsequently be operated by normal metering in 
pulses transmitted over other connecting paths. 
This is prevented by the locking circuit which ex 
tends according to the example as follows: earth, 
battery, resistance Wi3, winding II of relay E5, 
contact 20e5, winding I of relay G3, metering 
contact 25 in contact field H, winding II of re 
lay 22, contacts 722, 95k, earth. 
The impulse sender SS consists of a Switch 

with forty-eight positions in which the positions 
-2, 3-24, 25-36, and 37-48, stepped over 
by the wiper ds are joined to contact segments. 

0. 

5 

20 

25 

The contact segments -2 are connected to 
contacts 90th I, 9th 2 to 92h fo of the thousands 
contact; group TK. At the segments 3-24 the 
contacts 87h, 88h2 to 89h 0 of a hundreds con 
tact group are connected. 
The contact segment 25-36 is connected with 

contacts 84a, 8522 to 8620 to the tens contact 
group ZK and the segment 37-48 with contacts 
74ef, T5e2 to 83ef O of the units contact group EK. 
The impulse sender has ten can contacts NK 

to ONK which are closed in certain positions of 
the impulse Sender. t 
The contacts of the units tens and hundreds 

contact group are so connected with the cam 
contacts of the impulse sender that the contact 
marking a particular digit in each group is Con 
nected over the corresponding marking lines 
-0 with its corresponding cam contact NK 
to ONK. The contacts of the thousands group 
are however, as has already been mentioned, ex 
tended to the marking line f and over this to the 
cam contact NK. - . 
In the given example the following contacts in 

the individual contact groups are closed 78es, 
8522, 87th and 90h f. After the hundreds relay 
H is switched in by means of contact 2893 the 
following circuit is completed: earth, contacts 
40h, 43s, 44D, 45v), winding of relay W, resist 
ance Wi5, battery, earth. Relay W operates in 
this circuit and by opening contact 44D releases 
the winding of relay V from its short circuit So 
that this also can operate. The relay W closes 
its contact 46v and by short-circuiting relay W 
causes it to restore. The following circuit is now 
completed for relay X: earth, battery, resistance 
Wie, winding of relay X, contact 56D, 490, earth. 
Relay X closes contact 48a and thus connects thé 
magnet DS of the impulse sender so that its 
wiper dis is stepped on from the zero position to 
the first contact. The magnet DS has a contact 
52ds which is now closed and relay Y is con 
nected: earth, contact 52ds, winding of relay Y, 
not short-circuited by contact 53ac, resistance 
Wis, battery, earth. The relay Y closes its con 
tact 5 y and short-circuits, winding of relay. X. 

30 
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70 

Contact 48ac opens and disconnects the magnet 
DS. The relay Y is restored since contact 52ds 
opens and contact 53ac short-circuits the winding. 75 
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The short circuit for relay X is opened at con 
tact 5 y so that this relay operates again. The 
interaction between relays X and Y and magnet 
IDS continues until the wiper ds of the impulse 
sender has completed a rotation. The cam con 
tacts NK to ONK are now closed in a particular 
manner in dependence On the position of theim 
pulse Sender and for a certain period. It is con 
venient to operate the cam contacts mechanically 
by means of cams on the shaft. The cam con 
tact NK for example, is closed in positions 2-2, 
4-24, 26-36 and 38-48 of the impulse sender. 
The can contact 2NK is closed a step later, i. e. 
in positions 3-f2, 5-24, 27-36, and 39-48 of 
the impulse sender, and the can contact 3NK in 
a further position i. e. in positions 4-f2, S-24, 
28-36 and 40-48. In Fig. 2 a table is given 
which shows the positions in which the different 
cam contacts are closed. 
When the impulse sender has executed its first 

step the wiper dis is operated from zero position 
to the first contact segment - f2 and the shaft 
contact 96dsO is opened together with the short 
circuit for the winding of the impulse relay J. 
As mentioned above the relay Y energizes after 
each connection of magnet DS at contact 52ds. 
When wiper dis reaches the first contact the foll 
lowing circuit is completed: earth, battery, re 
sistance Wil, contact 47 y, winding of relay J, 
resistance WiG, earth. In this circuit relay J Op 
erates which by closing its contact 57 d transmits 
the first impulse for marking the first digit of 
the call number of the calling subscriber on the 
lower talking conductor on the following path: 
earth, battery, resistance Wi? 0, contacts 57i, 66t, 
67c2, winding of relay ZE, choke Drs, lower talk 
ing conductor b. This impulse travels over the 
junction line to the station where a registering 
arrangement is provided (printing or punching 
device) and typewheels are set corresponding to 
the impulses transmitted. If the impulse Sender 
has stepped its wiper ds into the position 2 the 
cam contact NK is closed. When relay Y is con 
nected again by contact 52ds the impulse relay 
J receives no impulse since the following short 
circuit is completed for its winding: earth, bat 
tery, resistance Wil, contact 4), wiper dis of con 
tact segment 1-2, contact 90h, marking line 
l, cam contact NK, resistance Wis, earth. In 
the given example therefore a single impulse only 
is transmitted for marking the thousands digit 
of the call number. In the registering arrange 
ment the type wheel for the thousands digit is 
therefore positioned on contact "1.' The short 
circuit of relay J completed by the closing of con 
tact 47gy continues as long as the wiper dis is on 
contact segment -2 since the cam contact 
NK is closed in positions 2-2 of the impulse 

sender. 
The impulses for marking the hundreds digit 

of the call number are transmitted while the 
wiper dis is on the second segment 3-24. In the 
hundreds contact group HK, contact 87th which 
is connected with the cam contact NK is closed. 
In the position 3 of the impulse sender the cam, 
contact NK is opened. It closes in positions 
4-24. After contact 3 has been reached and 
relay Y is connected at contact 52ds, relay J 
energises since it is not short circuited and, by 
closing contact 57i, transmits an impulse over the 
lower talking conductor to the registering ar 
rangement. If the wiper ds is switched from con 
tact 3 to contact 4 impulse relay J can no longer 
be energised after relay Y operates and contact 
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47ay closes since the following short-circuit exists: 
earth, battery resistance Wii, contact 4 y, wiper 
ds of contact segment 3 to 24, contact 8th, 
marking line , can contact NK, resistance WiG, 
earth. Thus for marking the hundreds digit of 
the call number a single impulse only is trans 
mitted. In the registering arrangement the type 
wheel for the hundreds digit is thus set on digit 
'1.' The relay J cannot be energised on further 
stepping on of the impulse sender since contact 

5 

O 
NK remains closed until wiper dis has left seg 
ment 3-26. The transmission of the marking 
signal for the tens digit of the calling subscriber's 
number follows. In the tens contact group ZK 
contact 8522 which is connected over marking 
line 2 with the cam contact 2NEX has been op 
erated. This contact, is Opened in positions 25 
and 26 of the impulse Sender and closed in posi 
tions 2: to 36. When the Wiper dis has reached 
contact 25 and relay Y is connected, relay J is 
energised in the previously mentioned circuit so 
that an impulse is transmitted to the registering 
arrangement by the closing of contact 57i. When 
the wiper dis reaches contact 26 and relay Y is 
operated, relay J is again energised and a second 
impulse is transmitted to the registering arrange 
ment. When the wiper dis is stepped further and 
reaches contact 27, after relay Y is connected and 
contact Sy closed, the relay J can no longer be 
energised since the following short-circuit is Com 
pleted for its winding: earth, battery, resistance 
Wil, contact 4g, wiper ds of the contact segment 
25 to 36, contact 8522, marking line 2, cam contact 
2NK, resistance Wis, earth. When the impulse 
sender is stepped on over segments 25-36 the 
relay J is no longer operated. For marking the 
tens digit of the calling subscriber's number two 
impulses are thus transmitted to the registering 
arrangement and the type wheel for the tens digit 
is set on digit "2.' 
The units digit of the call number is now 

marked. In the units contact group EK the con 
tact 8e5 has been Operated and is connected 
with marking line 5 and cam contact 5NK. The 
cam contact 5NK as can be seen from the table 
in Fig. 2 is open in positions 3-4 of the im 
pulse sender and closed in positions 42-48. 
When the wiper dis reaches contact 37, the 

impulse relay J receives an impulse after relay 
Y is connected which is transmitted to contact 
5 for registering. When the wiper reaches po 
sitions 38, 39, 40 and 4 the relay J is energized 
each time and each time an impulse is trans 
mitted to the registering arrangement. After five 
impulses have been transmitted to the registering 
arrangement wiper dis reaches position 42 and 
immediately cam contact 5NK closes. Impulse 
relay J is not energised while the impulse sender 
is stepped further since the following short-cir 
cuit exists for its winding: earth, battery, re 
sistance Wii, contact ly, wiper ds of the Seg 
ment 3-48, contact 8e5, marking line 5, cam 
contact 5NK, resistance Wi6, earth. By means 
of the five impulses transmitted the typewheel for 
the units digit in the registering arrangement is 
set on position "5.” 
From this last contact wiper dis reaches the 

initial position in which contact 96ds is closed 
and the direct short-circuit for the winding or 
the relay J is again in force. After relay Y is 
connected and releases and relay X by short 
circuiting its winding at contact 5 g, the follow 
ing circuit is completed: earth, battery, resistance 
Wil, contact 47g), wiper dis in the zero position, 
contact 933, windings II and I of relay S, earth. 
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Relay S operates in this circuit, opens contact 
43s and thus the circuit for relay W. Relay V 
Opens contact 49 and prevents further operation 
of the impulse sender SS. After relay Y releases 
and contact 47 y opens the circuit for relay S is 
broken. Its release is somewhat delayed in view 
of the short-circuit of its winding II at contact 
94s. When relay S is energised contact 54s is 
opened and the circuit for relay U (winding II) 
of the repeater and relay K of the impulse sender 
is broken. Contact 69 u opens and disconnects 
metering potential from the lower talking con 
ductor b, restoring the relay ZR, in the first 
group selector. Contact 22r opens and the poten 
tial necessary for energising the meter Za of the 
Subscriber is again disconnected so that it re 
stores. 

Relay K releases and opens contact 95k in the 
impulse sender and the contact for the control 
relayS, SO that these restore. When contact 60 at 
closes other repeaters can be connected with the 
common impulse sender SS for the purpose of 
determining and registering a calling subscriber's 
number. 
As is clear from the description as long as bat 

tery potential is connected over contacts Oc2 
and 69u in the repeater to the lower conductor b . 
and therefore as long as relay ZR in the first 
group Selector and the subscriber's meter Za are 
both energised the determination and transmis 
Sion of the number of the calling subscriber is 
continued. Normally the current increase is pro 
duced on the blocking conductor by metering re 
lay ZR in the group selector for the purpose of 
Operating the meter. When this stronger current 
is continued for some time, as in the present case, 
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the danger arises that the cut-off relay of another 
preselector testing on the seized group selector 
Will operate, So that in view of the long applica 
tion of a stronger current to the c-conductor 
double connections can ccur. 
To avoid such mistakes entirely the following 

arrangement is used: When the relay in the first 
group Selector operates owing to the connection 
of potential to the lower talking conductor, the 
contact 22r is closed. The low resistance Wi2 is 
connected over this contact and contact 32e and, 
in this manner, the current increase necessary 
for operating the meter is produced on the block 
ing conductor. Resistance Wi2 is connected in 
parallel with a relay ZEf whose resistance is 
higher than that of resistance Wi2, and is so ar 
ranged that it has a delayed operation and, after 
opening contact 32e and disconnecting the low 
resistance Wi2, on the One hand maintains the 
meter Zal Operated for the whole time relay ZR, 
is energised, and On the other hand another test 
ing preselector is no longer able to seize the group 
Selector. 
A further embodiment is shown which prevents 

a double seizing of the group selector during the 
potential connection actually by setting up the 
blocking conductor in such a manner as that 
shown in the sketch (under the talking conductor 
b in the group selector GW, Fig. 1) enclosed in a 
dotted outline. w 
When the relay ZR in the group selector is 

energised by the potential connection, contacts 
4ar and 52r are closed. The resistance Wil3 is 
connected by contact 42r and an electrolytic con 
denser EC by contact 5ar. The resistance Wii 3 
is so arranged that testing on the seized group 
Selector by another preselector is not possible. 
At the moment when the condenser EC is con 
nected a high charging impulse Occurs, the meter 
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is operated and is maintained in its operated 
position over resistance Wif3 as the relay ZR is 
energised. 
The determination and transmission of the 

calling subscriber's number need not be under 
taken for each connection. It can be arranged 
that these operations only occur in the case of 

5 

connections of a particular kind, e. g. for high 
valued connections only. 

Naturally, the digit wheels of the meter are 
also stepped-on by the potential connection for 
the purpose of determining and transmitting the 
call number. Hence the meter shows an amount 
which is higher than the fee to be charged. This 
lack of agreement however can easily be removed 
since the number of times registering arrange 
ment is seized is known. 
In the arrangement according to Figs. 1 and 2 

0. 
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the identifying apparatus KR is guarded during . 
the whole duration of determination of the nun 
ber of the calling subscriber and transmission of 
the impulses corresponding to the individual 
digits of the calling subscriber's number Over 
other connecting paths. The unavoidable wait 
ing period for connecting paths which simulta 
neously or almost simultaneously transmit the 
signal for transferring the calling subscriber's 
number can act as a very disturbing influence on 
the whole Operation. o 
In the arrangement according to Figs. 3 and 4 

this disadvantage is avoided in that the identify 
ing apparatus is associated not, as in the ar 
rangement according to Figs. 1 and 2, with One 
impulse sender only, but with a number of in 
pulse senders. The period in which the identify 
ing apparatus is used can now be shortened with 
the aid of storage arrangements associated with 
the impulse sender which take over the marking 
for the calling subscriber's number from the 
identifying apparatus and the period necessary 
to carry out the marking operation is shortened. 

In Figs. 3 and 4 the identifying apparatus KR, 
which otherwise corresponds with the arrange 
ment KR of Figs. 1 and 2, is associated with three 
impulse senders SS-SS3 of which one only, the 
impulse sender SS, is shown in its entirety, while 
both the others are only indicated in part. In 
these impulse senders the contacts operated by 
the identifying apparatus are arranged and indi 
cated by “to SS2’ and “to SS3.’ To each im 
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pulse sender there belongs a number of paths . 
(ES) containing relays and storage arrange 
ments (SP). Each impulse sender, therefore, is 
associated with a discriminating selector MW. 
The free discriminating Selectors operate When 
the marking signal for registering the calling 
subscriber's number is transmitted from a re 
peater and hunt for this repeater. The first dis 
criminating selector which finds the repeater 
couples the repeater with the associated impulse 
sender until the transmission of the calling sub 
scriber's number has been completed. 

All the details are given in the following de 
scription of the operations. 
As in the embodiment according to Figs. 1 and 

2 the signal transmitted from the repeater for 
registering the call number consists in a long 
period energisation of relay ZE by battery poten 
tial which is connected from a time Zone arrange 
ment to the lower conducting conductor b. The 
circuit extends over the lower talking con 
ductor b, choke Drs, winding of relay ZE, con 
tact 43c2, earth. The relay ZE operates - con 
tacts 532e and 452e. The lower talking con 
ductor b is connected with the contact bank of 
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the wiper muc of the discriminating selector MW 
over choke Dr? and contact 452e. The follow 
ing circuit is completed Over contact 532e: earth 
contacts 532e, 54.c2, .55p, 156s, 57 dim (con 
tact of the discriminating selector which is op 
erated each time on the connection of its magnet 
DM), winding of relay R, battery, earth. In this 
circuit relay R operates and connects magnet 
DM of the discriminating selector: earth, con 
tact 58r, magnet DM, battery, earth. The wi 
pers mada, mob, muc, mud, of the discriminating 
selector are thus stepped on to the next con 
tact. By the opening of contact Sidim of the 
magnet DM the circuit for relay R is inter 
rupted. As a result contact 58r is opened and 
with it the circuit for magnet DM of the dis 
criminating selector. The contact 57 dm thus 
restores again and further closes the circuit for 
relay R which at the contact f8r connects the 
magnet DM again. In this manner the wipers 
of the discriminating selector MW are stepped 
on until that contact is reached at which the re 
peater in which the relay 2E is energised is con 
nected. The following circuit is thus completed: 
earth, battery, resistance Wil 4, contacts 462e, 
47c2, wiper mob of the discriminating selector 
MW, windings I and II of relay Pl, earth. In 
this circuit relay Pll operates, opens contact 
55pf, and thus a point in the circuit for relay R. 

so that a further operation of magnet DM is not 
possible. Contact 48p closes and short-circuits 
the high resistance winding II of relay P. pre 
venting other discriminating selectors from 
reaching the repeater UE. 
As will be made clear in the following descrip 

tion the relay K (to the right of Fig. 4) is ener 
gised during the identifying operation. This re 
lay is common to all impulse senders. So long 
as the identifying apparatus KR is claimed by 
a repeater the operation of relay Pll of the dis 
criminating selector is without effect. When the 
relay K is not energised or has restored after the 
completion of an identifying operation performed 
by another repeater the following circuit is com 
pleted: earth, winding I of relay M, contacts 
36p, 34k, resistance Wii 2, battery, earth. In 

this circuit relay M operates and closes contact 
38m and hence the following circuit: earth, 

winding of relay C3, winding II of relay M, Con 
tacts 37pf, 38m, winding of relay K, battery, 
earth. Relay K opens its contact 34k and thus 
prevents relay M of another impulse sender from 
operating during the identifying operation. Re 
lay C3 also operates. 32C3 closes and completes 
the following circuit: earth, battery, resistance 
Wii 2, contacts 35k, 132c3, 3 ful, 30s, winding 
of relay W, earth. The relay W operates in this 
circuit, opens contact 3) and hence the short 
circuit for its winding I of relay Sf which oper 
ates. Earth potential is connected to winding I 
of relay S, relay W is short-circuited and re 
stores slowly. The relay C3 closes contact 42c3 
and thus transmits the potential connected from 
the time Zone arrangement to the metering re 
lay ZR of the first group selector over the fol 
lowing path: earth, battery, resistance Wii 3, 
contacts 4d, 42c, wiper mupc of discriminat 
ing selector MW, contact 45ae, choke Dr2, lower 
talking conductor b, wiper of the second and first 
group selectors, choke Dr. in the first group se 
lector, winding of relay ZR, earth. The relay ZR 
operates and by closing contact 2ar increases 
the current in the blocking conductor c as in the 
arrangement according to Figs. 1 and 2 so that 
the meter 2a can operate. In the same manner 
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as in FigS. 1 and 2 a marking circuit is now com 
pleted by means of the contact of the meter of 
the calling station and the control relays marking 
the individual digits of the calling subscriber's 
number are energised in the identifying appa 
ratus KR, i. e., in the same manner as in Figs. 
1 and 2 a units control relay (E to EO) a tens 
control relay (Z to 20) and a hundreds marking 
relay (H to Ho) are connected with the aid of 
one of the relays G. -: 

Relays marking the individual digits of the call 
number in each of the three contact rows "to 
SSA,' "to SS2’ and “to SS3' associated with the 
individual impulse senders corresponding con 
tacts are now closed. These relays must have 
more contacts than in the first embodiment (Figs. 
1 and 2) as instead of one marking operation, as 
in FigS. 1 and 2, three marking Operations are 
performed, and actually for each impulse sender 
one operation is undertaken. The units control 
relay E for example, in addition to contact 48e 
for marking the number “1” in the units contact 
group EK of the impulse sender SS, must also 
have two contacts 40e and 32e for the impulse 
senders SS2 and SS3. 

For marking the units digit of the calling sub 
scriber's number the contacts 8e, 49e2 to 5e 
in the units contact group EK of the contact row 
“to SS' are controlled from the units control 
relays E and in the contact row “to SS2' the 
contacts 40ea, e2 to 82e to, and in the contact 
row “to SS3' the contacts 32e, 33e2 to 36e. 
For marking the tens digit of the calling Sub 
scriber's number the contacts 582 to 5925 and 
6026 to 620 in the tens contact group ZK of the 
contact row "to SS,' are controlled from the tens 
control relays Z, and in the contact row "to SS2' 
the contacts 432 to 642 and in the contact row 
"to SS3' the contacts 352 to 362 G. For mark 
ing the hundreds digit of a calling subscriber's 
number the contacts 62h f. to 63.h5 and 64.h6 to 
65h 0 in the hundreds contact group HK of the 
contact row "to SS,' are controlled from the 
hundreds marking relays H and in the contact 
row “to SS2’ the contacts 45th to 46h fee, and in 
the contact row “to SS3' the contacts 3h to 
38h. For, marking the thousands digit of a 
calling Subscriber's number the contacts 66th, 
67h2 to 68h in the thousands contact group TK, 
of the contact row "to SS' are controlled by 
the hundreds marking relays H, the contacts 
hi-O in the contact row "to SS2’ and the 

contacts 39th -it in the contact row to SS3.' 
It is assumed that the storage of the calling 

subscriber's number and the transmission of im 
pulse trains corresponding to its individual digits 
is performed by the impulse sender SS shown 
in complete detail which, as described, is set by 
means of the discriminator MW on the repeater. 
UE. . 

It is further assumed that the call number of 
a calling subscriber "1152” is to be registered. 
When subscriber's meter has been operated by 
the potential connection from the time zone ar 
rangement the contact 52 in the contact field H 
i.e. the point in the system which has the abscis 
sa '5' and ordinate '2' is closed for a consider 
able period. As has already been described the 
following control relays are energised: The units 
control relay E2, the tens control relay Z5, 
the relay G (over winding II) and the hundreds 
marking relay H is connected by contact 26g. 
The following contacts in the contact groups of 
the impulse sender are operated: In the units. 
contact group EK the contact 33e2 for the im 
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pulse sender SS3, the contact e2 for the impulse 
sender SS2, and the contact 49e2 for impulse 
sender SS; in the tens contact group ZK the 
contact "e5,' not shown, for the impulse senders 
SS3 and SS2 and the contacts 5925 for the in 
pulse Sender SS; in the hundreds contact group 
HK the contact 3h for impulse sender SS3 the 
contact 45th for impulse sender SS2 and the 
contact 62h for impulse sender SS ; in the 
thousands contact group TK the contact 39th 
for impulse sender SS3, the contact his for 
impulse sender SS2 and the contact 66h for 
impulse sender SS. The following circuits are 
completed for marking the individual digits of the 
calling subscriber's number in the impulse sender 
SS: 

1. Earth, contact 69pf, 66h?, winding I of relay 
TT, battery, earth, 

2. Earth, contact 69p, 62.ht, winding of relay 
HH, battery, earth. 

3. Earth, contact 69p, 5925, winding I of relay 
ZZ5, battery, earth. 

4. Earth, contact 69p, 49e2, winding I of relay 
EE2, battery, earth. 

The relays EE2, ZZ5, HH in the section ES are 
energised, and close corresponding contacts in 
the storage arrangement of the impulse sender 
completing holding circuits for themselves which 
extend as follows: 

1. Earth, contacts 85) , 86s , winding of relay E, 
contact tee2, winding III of relay EE2, bat 

. . tery, earth. 
2. Earth, contacts 85), 86s, winding of relay Z, 

contact 225, winding III of relay ZZ5, bat 
tery, earth. 

3. Earth, contacts 85, 86s , winding of relay H, 
contact 9hhi, winding III of relay HH, 
battery, earth. 

4. Earth, contacts 85, 86s, winding of relay T, 
contact 82tt, winding III of relay TT, bat 
tery, earth. . '. 

The storage arrangement SP of the sender SS 
has now taken over the marking of the call num 
ber from the identifying apparatus ESR, so that 
the latter can be released immediately for fur 
ther use. 

In the holding circuit described above relays 
E, Z, H and T are energised in addition to the 
relays marking the individual digits of the call 
number. The following circuit is thus completed: 
earth, battery, resistance Wil, contact 22dso 
(closed. So long as the wiper ds of the impulse 
Sender is in the normal position), winding of 
relay X, contacts 24e, 25a, 26h, 27t, 28s, 
earth. In this circuit relay X operates and closes 
contact 50a and thus completes the following 
circuit for relay C2 of the repeater UE: earth, 
contact 49p , 50ac, wiper muc of discriminating 
selector MW, contact 5 cl, winding of relay C2, 
battery, earth. The relay C2 locks up for the 
duration of the connection in the holding cir 
cuit: earth, contacts 52c2, .5 ca, winding of re 
lay C2, battery, earth. Contact flic2 releases 
relay P which in turn opens the circuit for the 
relays C3 and M associated with the impulse 
Sender SS and for the relay K common to all 
impulse senders. Contact 33ic opens, discon 
nects earth potential from the identifying appa 
ratus and the control relays are restored. Other 
connecting paths for marking a further calling 
subscriber's number are now available. The re 
lay C3 which has also restored opens contact 
42c3 and thus disconnects the battery potential 
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formerly connected over resistance Wil, from 
the lower talking conductor b so that the circuit 
for relay ZER in the first group selector and is 
broken, contact 2ar releases, and the circuit for 
the meter Za of the subscriber is broken. The 
meter contact 52 in the contact field H thus 
restores. 
The impulse trains corresponding to the indi 

vidual digits of the calling subscriber's number 
are now transmitted. The magnet DS of the im 
pulse sender SS is connected, after the opera 
tion of relay X and release of relay Pl, in the 
following path: earth, contacts 20p, 2, mag 
net DS, battery, earth. Wiper ds of the impulse 
sender is thus stepped on from its home position 
to contact . Simultaneously contacts 60dso 
and 22dsO are opened. The short circuit for 
winding II of relay S is removed at contact 
22dso so that this relay-the circuit for the 
winding I of which was interrupted at contacts 
32c3 and f 35k-remains energised for the dura 

tion of the transmission . of the calling Sub 
scriber's number. The magnet DS Operates con 
tact 8ds and thus completes the following cir 
cuit for relay Y: earth, battery, resistance Wis, 
winding of relay Y (freed from its short circuit 
by contact if 9a), contact if 8ds, earth. At Con 
tact 23y the winding of relay X is short-cir 
cuited and this relay restores. At contact 2 fac 
therefore the circuit for magnet DS is inter- 30 
rupted and contact 8ds opening, the relay Y 
which is simultaneously short circuited by con 
tact 9ac is restored. Contact 23y is now open 
again and relay X connected. In this manner 
the wiper dis of the impulse sender is stepped on 
over its contact bank. 
The method of working of the impulse Sender 

is exactly the same as in the arrangement ac-' 
cording to Figs. 1 and 2. A detailed description 
of the transmission of the individual impulse 40. 
trains corresponding to the digits of the calling 
subscriber's number is therefore not necessary. 
In the thousands group TK of the impulse send 
er SS f, the contact Ott is closed. Thus the 
cam contact NK of the impulse Sender is con 
nected over the marking line "1.' As in the 
previcusly described method for marking the 
thousands digit of the cailing subscriber's num 
ber an impulse was transmitted to the register 
ing apparatus by means of relay J where the 
typewheel for the thousands digit was positioned 
on digit '.' The impulse for marking the in 
dividual digits of the calling subscriber's number 
extends as follows: earth, battery, resistance 
wif3, contact 40i, wiper mud of the discrimi 
nating selector MW, contact 4c2, winding of 
the relay ZE (whose operation is now without 
effect), choke Dr3, lower talking conductor b. 

In the hundreds group HK in the impulse 
sender the contact 03hth was closed and thus 
over marking line “1” the cam contact NK of 
the inpulse sender connected. An impulse is, 
therefore, transmitted over the lower conductor 
for marking the hundreds digit of the calling 
subscriber's number. In the registering arrange 
ment the typewheel for the hundreds digit is thus 
set on position "l.' 
ZK of the impulse sender the contact 0225 
was closed and thus the cam contact 5NK of the 
impulse sender is connected over the marking 
line 5. For marking the tens digit of the call 
ing subscriber's number, therefore, five impulses. 
are sent out over the line and the typewheel for 
the tens digit in the registering apparatus is posi 
tioned on digit 5. 

In the tens contact group - 
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In the units contact group of the impulse send 

er the contact 90ee2 was closed and thus over 
marking line '2' the can contact 2NEK of the im 
pulse sender connected. For marking the units 
digit of the calling subscriber's number two im 
pulses are transmitted over the line. In the 
registering apparatus the typewheel for the units 
digit is positioned on digit 2. Thus the trans 
mission of the calling number '152' is con 
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pleted. The wiper dis therefore reaches its rest 
position so that the contacts f sods 0 and 22dsO 
are closed. The winding II of relay S is re 
stored by a short-circuit at contact 22ds O. Re 
lay S opens its contact 86s and breaks the cir 
cuits for the relays E, Z, H, T and the holding 
circuits for the relays marking the individual 
digits of the calling subscriber's number which 
Were energised in the storage arrangement SP. 
The impulse sender and the associated apparatus 
"to SS,' ES and SP are now restored to nor 
mal and are at the disposal of further users. 

In Order to reduce the number of relays in the 
storage apparatus SP of the impulse sender a 
switch-over relay U? to U4 is provided for each 
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contact group whereby the individual contact 
groups in the impulse sender are divided into two 
sub-groups and can be connected selectively. . 

If, for example, the number "1657' of a calling 
Subscriber is to be registered a marking circuit 
by which the control relays E7 and Z5 are ener 
gised is closed by means of the contact of the 
Subscriber's meter and over one of the relays G 
the hundreds relay H6, not shown, is energised. 
In the impulse sender SSf the following contacts 
are closed in the contact series "to SS': 5e 
of the units contact group EK, 5925 of the tens 
contact group ZK, 64.h6 of the hundreds contact 
group HK and in the thousands contact group 
TK a contact, not shown, of the hundreds mark 
ing relay HS which is connected between con 
tacts 62 and 68.0. In the Section ES the 
following circuit is completed: 
1. Earth, contacts 69p, 54e, winding II of relay 

EE2, winding I of relay U, battery, earth. 
2. Earth, contacts 69p, 5925, winding I of relay 

ZZ5, battery, earth, - 
3. Earth, contact 69p?, 64.h6, winding II of relay 

HH, winding I of relay U3, battery, earth. 
4. Earth, contact 69p, contact, not shown, of 

trelay H6, winding I of relay TT, battery, 
earth. 

In the first circuit relays EE2 and U operate. 
The following holding circuits for the relays are 
completed in the storage device SPf: earth, con 
tacts 85, 86s, winding of relay E, contact 
Tee2, winding III of relay EE2, battery, earth, 
and earth, contacts 85, 86s, winding of relay 
E, contact 5u, winding II of relay U?, battery, 
earth. The upper half of the units contact group 
EK in the impulse sender SS is disconnected at 
contact 8 at and the lower half of the contact 
group is connected at contact 88 . Since relay 
EE2 has been energised cam contact NK of the 
impulse sender is connected over contact 88a, , 
contact 95ee2 and marking line '7' so that seven 
impulses for marking the units digit are sent out 
Over the line from the impulse sender. 

In the tens contact group ZK in the section 
ES relay ZZ5 is energised and locks up over 
winding III and contact 77225. The switch-over 
relay U2 of the tens contact group is therefore 
not energised so that the upper half of the tens 
contact group of the impulse sender remains 
Connected Over contact u2 and can contact 
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SNK of the impulse sender is connected over con 
tact GG2a5 and marking line “5.' Impulses for 
marking the tens digit 5 are thus sent out Over 
the line by the impulse sender. 

In the hundreds contact group in the section 
ES: the relay HH and the switch-over relay U3 
are energised. The relay HH closes contact 
79hha and locks up over winding III, and relay 
U3 closes contact 8 u3 locking up over its winding 
II. The upper half of the contact group in the 
hundreds contact group HK of the impulse sender 
is disconnected at contact 3u8 and the lower 
half is connected by the closing of contact fu3. 
Over contact us and contact 5hh the cam 
contact SNK Of the impulse Sender is noW con 
nected over the marking line “6.' Six impulses 
for marking the hundreds digit are transmitted 
from the impulse Sender over the line. 
In the thousands contact group the Switch 

over relay U remains unoperated. The can con 
tact NK of the impulse sender is connected to 
the marking line '1' over contacts 5ué, and 
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it so that for marking the thousands digit 
one impulse is transmitted over the line from the 
inpulse Sender. 

clair: 
1. In a telephone system, subscribers' lines each 

having an individual meter at the exchange, a 
plurality of registers each common to all of said 
lines, means for extending a call from any of said 
lines, means for associating any one of said reg 
isters individually with the calling line, means 
effective after said call has been extended to 
operate the calling line's individual meter, and 
means controlled by said meter responsive to said 
operation thereof to cause said one register to 
register the identity of said calling line. , 

2. In a telephone system, subscribers' lines, 
a device for each line at the exchange, switching 
apparatus accessible to said lines, a plurality of 
registers common to said apparatus, means for 
extending a connection from any One of said 
lines over said apparatus, means in said appara 
tuls then controlled revertively over the extended 
connection to cause one of said registers to be 
associated with said connection, means effective 
when said register has been associated with the 
connection to operate that, one of Said devices 
corresponding to the calling line, and means 
controlled by said one device responsive to said 
operation thereof to cause said register to register 
the identity of said calling line. 

3. In a telephone System, a plurality of calling 
lines each having an individual device at the 
exchange, a plurality of registers common to said 
lines, means for associating the different Ones of 
said registers with the different ones of Said call 
ing lines, and means effective after the call has 
been extended from each of said lines to Operate 
that line's individual device thereby to cause the 
register associated with that line to, register the 
line's identity concurrently with the registration 
of the identity of at least one other of said lines 
by another of said registers. 

4. In a telephone System, a plurality of call 
ing lines, a plurality of registers each common 
to all of said lines, and line identifying equip 
ment common to said registers Operated to regis 
ter the identity of each of said calling lines in a 
different one of said registers, thereby to estab 
lish co-existing registrations of the identity of 
all of said calling lines. 
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g 
mon to said registers operated to register the 
identity of one of said calling lines in one of said 
legisters and then to register the identity of an 
other of Said calling lines in another of said 
registers while the registration of the identity 
of said one line is maintained in said one register. 

6. In a telephone system, Subscribers' lines, 
means for extending calls from said lines, a pil 
rality of registers each common to all of said 
lines, means operated after a call has been ex 
tended from any of said lines to seize any of said 
registers, and means common to said registers 
thereafter effective to register the identity of the 
calling line in the seized register. 

7. In a telephone system, subscribers' lines, a 
plurality of control units common to said lines, 
each control unit having a register, means for ex 
tending a connection from any calling one of 
said lines, means for aSSociating any One of said 
control units individually with said connection, 
means thereafter operated to identify Said call 
ing line in all of said control units, and means 
effective to prevent the identification of said call 
ing line from being registered in each of said con 
trol units except the one associated with said 
connection. W 

8. In a telephone Systern, a plurality of groups 
of subscribers' stations, each station having an 
individual meter at the exchange, a device for 
each group of stations, each device having a 
plurality of registers, means for extending calls 
from said stations, means effective after a call 
has been extended to operate the calling station's 
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5. In a telephone system, a plurality of calling 
lines, a plurality of registers each common to all 
of said lines, and line identifying equipment COs 5 

individual meter, and means controlled by the 
calling station's meter upon such operation there 
of to actuate the device corresponding to the 
group to which the calling line belongs, thereby 
to operate one of that device's registers. 

9. In a telephone System, Subscribers' lines each 
having an individual device at the exchange, 
Switching apparatus accessible to Said lines, 
means for extending a connection from any call 
ing one of said liaes over Said Switching appa 
ratus, a plurality of registers common to said 
connection, means for associating any one of said 
registers individually with said connection, means 
effective When said register has been associated 
with said connection to operate the one of said 
devices individual to Said calling line, means con 
trolled by said device responsive to said opera 
tion thereof to cause the register associated with 
said connection to register the identity of said 
calling line, and means thereafter controlled by 
said register in accordance with the registered 
identity of Said Calling line to transmit the call 
ing line's number. 

10. In a telephone system, a plurality of call 
ing lines each having an individual device at 
the exchange, a plurality of registers each com 
mon to all of Said lines, means for associating 
different ones of Said registers With the differ 
ent Ones of said calling lines, means effective after 
the call has been extended from each of said 
lines to operate that line's individual device, and 
means controlled by each device, when operated, 
to cause the register associated With the line 
corresponding to that device to register that line's 
telephone number, whereby the telephone num 
bers of different ones of Said calling lines are 
registered concurrently in different registers. 

11. A system as claimed in claim 10, wherein 
said last means comprises a line identifying unit 
Common to all of Said individual devices and 
common to all of said registers, 
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12. In a telephone system or the like, a plu 

rality of calling lines, a different identification 
number assigned to each of said lines, a plurality 
of registers each common to all of said lines, line 
identifying equipment common to said registers 
operated to register the identity of one of said 
lines in one of said registers, means then con 
trolled by said one register for transmitting the 
identification number of the line whose identity 
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13. In a telephone system or the like, a plu 
rality of calling lines, a different identification 
number assigned to each of said lines, a plurality 
of registers each common to all of said lines, and 
line identifying equipment common to said regis 
ters operated to register the identification number 
of One of Said lines in one of said registers and 
then to register the identification number of an 
other of Said lines in another of said registers 

is registered therein, said identifying equipment lo while said registration of the identification num 
operated while said number is being transmitted 
to register the identity of another one of said 
lines in a different one of said registers. 

ber of said one line is maintained in said one 
register. 

ERNST HORN. 


